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Go to the contents of Go to Search Go to Help Home Information on the book Of the many problems that have caused Lannroth's reckless understanding, no one was as strange as strictly strange, say, like the periodic series of murders that culminated in the property of Triste-Le Roy, amid the endless smell of eucalyptus trees. It is true that Eric Lannroth
fails to prevent the latest crime, but it is indisputable that he planned it ... Author: Borges, Jorge Luis (1899-1986) Translator: Verdeva, Paul (1912-2001); Ibarra, publisher of Nestor: Paris, Gallimard, 1974 Collection: New Language: French; original, Spanish works. Country: France. Translation of the book: Editor's note Ficciones: Ed. review and extended
description of the original book: 186 pages: cover. Not good. In dripping. ; 18 cm ISBN: 2070366146. Public Domain: Non Daisy Synthetic Voice (4h 49mn) Daisy PDF text Fourth cover: A quick biography of the author: JARDIN to SENTIERS that BIFURSUE (1941) PROLOG TLON Uqbar Orbis Tertius Approach of Almotasim Pierre Menard, Author of the
Quixote Round Ruins Lottery in Babylon Library which fork ARTIFICES (1944) PROLOGUE Funes or Memory Form sword Theme traitor and hero Death and Compass Secret Miracle Three versions of Judas End of the sect 1967 Publisher: Gallimard, 2016 Publisher: Gallimard, 1985 Publisher: Gallimard, 1985 Publisher: Gallimard, 1983 Publisher: 10/18,
1992 Publisher: Gallimard, 1983 Publisher: Gallimard, 1978 Publisher: Gallimard, 1983 Publisher: R. Laffonte, 1984 Publisher: Gallimard, impr. 2010 Publisher: Gallimard, 1984 Publisher: Robert Laffonte, 2017 Support us! ExhortationNote: Rating: 5/5 (and very bad, we can't bet anymore!)        I'm not afraid of anything, I'm not afraid of anything, not even
afraid, not even bad, I attack stronger than me, but it's normal, I can win, I have muscles, I can do it, yes, of course I can ... Finally, not sure, maybe I should think before I start... But what a shock this girl! Go boldly, chicken, it's not the end of the world! Well, isn't it? Listen miss I tremble in front of my favorite authors, in life you need to know how to take risks,
so you squeeze your teeth, you stretch your fingers and you rush to start this note or I make you read an additional chapter of your biology book! Indeed, with such a threat ...        Okay, after this exciting debate report. Now I will consider the question that was the cause of these hesitations: Fantastic Jorge Luis Borges.        Fiction is one of those books, the
sum of stories in this particular case, which I love, but which I have a hard time commenting on because they are so rich that I know that I only scratched their content. In Borges's case, this impression is even more accurate, because his stories are struck by the interweaving of allusions, references and illusions. After two readings of fiction, I feel that I am still
far from understanding the richness of Borges' writing.        It is difficult and above all inappropriate to tell different stories contained in fiction, so I will simply mention those that pleased me the most, but it must be kept in mind that these few words do not fully reflect the genius of Borges: - Tlan Ukbar Orbis Tertius: this story is the discovery of a complete
encyclopedia of an unknown planet. Borges created the fictional world and its various currents of thought.        - Pierre Menard, the author of the book Kihot: reflections on reading and how reading interprets the novel from the history of the man who wrote the same quixote Cervantes.        - The Library of Babel: The World is an endless library that seems to
contain everything that can be written. A description that is both fascinating and intimidating.        Well, this note is at the level of daisies, I didn't win, I'm being knocked out in the ring. To sum up, the reader is a friend, ignore the form (or background, for that matter) of this note and remember only these few words: Borges read and reread absolutely.        (And
let's run a petition for the cover illustration of Fantastic Change!)    -critical cecil, Jorge Luis Borges, blind, but not too much. Rating: 2 stars (although I liked one of the news, but one not so much!)        Borges would certainly like his widow's fury to control his work. Because the woman who becomes a tigress, one against all, is exhilarating, isn't it?    Mr.
Passouline finds his hand and his financial choice to republish the full work of his late husband is utterly absurd and scandalous. Controversy raged in her blog about whether Maria Kodema (Ms. Borges) had a moral right, grounds or not, to stop the reissue of her husband's full work in La Pl'aade.        Arguments began to demonize this widow: 40 years less
than Borges - seductive - manipulative - universal legati work Borges.    It is amazing that this whole little world so much took Borges for an idiot, weakened and    I think he would have shouted to read these comments that make him an old lobotomized, articulated cynical and unscrupulous young woman.    We have a woman we deserve... This is what a
group of howl wolves lurking around the Republic books should have pondered.    Why doesn't Borges take on all his work to the foundation or library (as Leibniz did at the Royal Library in Hanover)? Perhaps because Borges trusted Maria Kodeme, shared his views on how to manage this literary heritage? Maybe the thinking leader was not the one we
assume, and that the old man is even sick full of resources... Moreover, Maria Kodema visited Borges not during the last ten days of her life, but during the last ten years. Which, I think, is more than enough to decide whether to make a one-eyed heiress worthy of that name.    Although I am not a fan of Borges, I recognize this clarity of power and know who
can manage his work after his death. As it happens, after ten years of reflection, Mr. Borges decided that it would be Maria Kodema, whether she liked it or not.    Poor Borges, praised as a brilliant writer, and then returned to the rank of powerless amoeba in almost the same sentence!    And it must be people like me who don't love the structural and formal
design of his writing to give him back the dignity of his choice!        So let's we drink from these empty discussions and above all common sense, because in any choice of love, the conclusion that is needed is often the most spare: No, but what I ???        Jorge Luis Borges has not written a single novel.    This is the point to be, because South American
literature is often characterized by the production of great novels, rich and colorful.    Delirium is laborious and impoverished than composing huge books, to develop a five hundred-page idea that may well be exhibited orally within minutes.    And Vlan! So much for the works that many have taken years to build... I'm sorry, I'm going to be delirious if I hear J.L.
Borges.        J. L Borges was a constant antipathy for everything that influenced our beautiful country. He never liked Paris, to whom he preferred the Geneva snob, and our language instilled in him a certain nausea: The language itself, in my opinion, is rather ugly. Things tend to seem trivial when they speak French.    Yes, some did not like it, Borges was
francophobic!    This is what we measure our immense ability to forgive, since Borges has so far become glorified in this country, which unpleasant, through the Frenchman (Roger Caillois), to whom he nevertheless admitted that he owes his fame not only in France, but also at home, in Argentina!        Borges wasn't always one-eyed! In 1930 he wrote
Evaristo Carrigo and described with force and warmth the life of the tango poet from the shallow waters of Buenos Aires.    But in 1936 Borges entered his Babylon, deciding to bring the art of storytelling to a higher level: tell no stories! A one-eyed literary system is established: the invention of a fictional planet, the commentation of a book that does not exist,
the citation of an imaginary writer, the rethinking of the concept of the universe, the elimination of the meaning of things in life, taking away their meaning, entering an intellectual cacophony without pre-set landmarks.    It's like Kafka... a precursor to the one-eyed?        If Borges was so interested to make external reality unthinkable, was it to remind us that he
always goes beyond the representations we can make of it?    If so, the Platonic allegory of the cave, in my opinion, is less... Unclear.        However, let's talk about the only news that I appreciate in a collection called Fantastica and which is entitled: The Secret Miracle of Yes, wanting to take me into a maze of ast nonsense, I got lost and only found my breath
when I read this story, which was previously included in a collection called Art (Art and Garden with Forking were collected as part of Science Fiction).    Despite the pages that D. Fernandez calls tarabiscotage exsange, I found my nugget!    And yes, Fiction was my hard and arid rock that gives nothing but... A secret miracle.        Background: beautiful
imagination, a real find to talk about the passage of time. For to evoke this time that is flowing, Borges will freeze it to better dissect it.    It's hard to tell you this without revealing anything... For I repeat loudly and clearly that news should never be revealed; it's all fall.        However, this attitude to time and space (as it is also discussed) is quite huge. In a
completely different genre, but with equally exciting spacio-temporary manipulations, I recommend you more than the warmly curious case of Benjamin Button Scott Fitzgerald.        Form: hardly criticized. The writing is impeccable. Right, without being dry. Terms that suggest ubiquitous time abound: hours, infinity, eternity, dawn, delay, etc etc.        So we are
in Prague, in 1939, the 19th Nazi troops entered four days earlier and six long years of occupation, oppression, killing and suffering begin for the Czechoslovakian capital...    Jaromir Hladik arrested on denunciation: he is a Jew. He is also, above all, the author who translated the separ ezira (one of the central texts of Kabbalah). He will therefore be
sentenced to death.        That's it... I won't say anything else.        I find J.L Borges blind (it's not a pun) as to his unfavorable critique of the novel's creative richness, its textual luxury (an element that makes many enjoy), however, I find it consistent. He is indeed capable of summoning the same pleasure in a ten-page story and impregnating the same
enthusiasm, the same power of memory: this story is undoubtedly worth a long novel.critical by Cogito fictions borges pdf gratuit. borges fictions ebook gratuit
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